
On Thu, 11 Feb 2021 at 09:33, Marius Collins <mcollins@itac.org.za> wrote: 

Hi Donald 

I copy the mail from Cape Gate here-under and attach the letter from Scaw as requested. 

Regards 

Marius 

 From: Martin Friedman <Martin.Friedman@capegate.co.za>  

Sent: 05 February 2021 12:12 PM 

To: Marius Collins <mcollins@itac.org.za> 

Cc: Adam Merkel <merkela@capegate.co.za>; Riaan Sonntag <SonntagR@capegate.co.za>; 

Umeesha Naidoo <UNaidoo@thedtic.gov.za>; Mahomed Vawda 

<MVawda@economic.gov.za> 

Subject: [URL protection applied] Re: CALCULATION OF PPS 

 Dear Marius, 

 Thank you for your mail and the information provided.  

 The method of calculating the ITAC price has an impact not only on scrap suppliers, but also 

naturally has a huge impact on scrap consumers, noting that scrap is the biggest input cost in 

the production of a ton of steel.  

 As a result, it would be grossly unfair if the method of calculation was changed based on a 

demand from the MRA without consultation and input from the steel producers.  

 Naturally, if you accede to the MRA’s request, the ITAC price would jump substantially and 

have an enormous negative impact on the consuming industry. Furthermore, calculating the 

price using the previous month would result in scrap pricing being a month behind finished 

goods steel pricing ! Perhaps a rolling formula using the previous 2 weeks would be a more 

equitable approach.  

 I expect that ITAC will not change the basis of the formula calculation without consulting 

and getting the views of all the scrap consumers. It would be grossly unfair to now change the 

basis of the formula simply because, at this particular time, it would be to the sole benefit of 

the scrap suppliers, and to the sole detriment of the scrap consumers. This is the reason that 

the MRA has approached ITAC with a demand. Does that mean that when the effect is the 

opposite that ITAC will then consider changing the basis of the formula again if requested to 

do so by the MRA. The method of calculation should be constant and not varying each time a 

particular party feels negatively impacted.  

 I trust you will ensure that an equitable solution will be found after thorough consultation 

with all affected parties.  

 Thank you in advance and regards, 

 Martin 


